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Get all the best moments in pop culture & entertainment delivered to your inbox. Digital Trends may earn a commission when you buy through links on our site. With the pandemic delaying upcoming superhero movies’ production schedules and Avengers: Infinity War safely fastened in our rearview mirror, it’s time to dive into Aquaman‘s cinematic universe.
Adapted from the DC comics of the same name, the film stars Jason Momoa in the titular role. It follows Aquaman’s quest to lead the underwater kingdom of Atlantis while his half-brother plots to unite the underwater kingdoms in a war against the surface world. The movie quickly gained traction as an instant crowd favorite, even surpassing The Dark Knight
Rises to become the highest-grossing DC Extended Universe film ever. In other words: It’s a must-see superhero movie, so here’s how to watch Aquaman online. Directed By: James Wan Cast: Jason Momoa, Amber Heard, Willem Dafoe, Patrick Wilson Runtime: 143 minutes Watch Free on Hulu How to watch Aquaman online in the U.S. Hulu offers the
cheapest and easiest platform to stream Aquaman online. And did I mention there’s a free trial? When you sign up for the monthly subscription plan, the streaming service immediately gives you a one-month free trial to test out the platform and watch titles like Aquaman in its extensive content library. At the trial’s conclusion, cancellation of the plan is quick,
easy, and cost-free. However, if you want to continue reaping the benefits of the service’s library, the monthly subscription plan costs $6 with ads and $12 without. Whether you opt for ads or not, Aquaman will be available to stream on both plans at your full disposal. HBO also offers streaming access to Aquaman in its content library. With a subscription to
HBO Max or HBO Now, you can watch the full superhero movie from the the comfort of your home. Both subscription options allow a seven-day free trial before you officially sign on for the monthly payments of $15. So, if you’re only looking to watch Aquaman a few times, you could easily sign up for the free trial and then cancel at the week’s end. However, if
you want unfettered access to the movie — as well as the many other popular titles that HBO offers — you may want to consider a long-term investment in one of the subscription plans. Finally, Aquaman is available for purchase on Amazon Prime Video. Pay $4 to rent the movie or $10 to add permanently to your streaming library. This is arguably much
simpler than either subscription plan, although it’s much less bang for your buck if you want access to a wide array of content. No matter which streaming avenue you choose, Aquaman will prove well worth your time. Plus, DC has already promised a sequel. It’s set to release in 2022, so don’t forget to catch up on the original while you still can. We strive to
help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The prices, details, and availability of the products and deals in this post may be subject to change at anytime. Be sure to check that they are still in effect before making a purchase.Digital Trends may earn commission on
products purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. Editors' Recommendations If you're going to watch Marvel movies, you should watch them in chronological order (that is, in the order that events take place in the story) or in order of release. Most of the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) movies are available to stream on
Disney+; some are on Amazon Prime and cable channel websites like FX. If you don't have one of those accounts, or a cable subscription, you can rent nearly all the Marvel movies from iTunes, Amazon, Vudu, and other online movie rental services. This article only covers the core MCU theatrical releases that are connected the overall Avengers storyline,
starting with Iron Man. Pre-MCU Marvel movies, like Spider-Man (either the Toby McGuire or Andrew Garfield versions) aren't included, and neither are the Spider-Man spinoffs that don't cross over with the MCU, like Venom. Disney Want to watch the movies of the Marvel Cinematic Universe in the order that the story takes place in the world of the
characters? Then here's the order you should follow. Movie Chronology Where to Watch Captain America: The First Avenger Takes place in 1940s Amazon Prime Disney+ EPIX Captain Marvel Takes place in 1995 Disney+ Iron Man Takes place in 2010 Disney+ Iron Man 2 Time not specified, but before Avengers Amazon Prime Disney+ The Incredible Hulk
Time not specified, but before Avengers Amazon Prime Vudu Thor Takes place 6 months before Avengers Amazon Prime Disney+ EPIX The Avengers Takes place in 2012 Amazon Prime Disney+ EPIX Iron Man 3 Takes place 6 months after Avengers Disney+ Thor: The Dark World Takes place after Avengers, but before Age of Ultron Disney+ Captain
America: Winter Soldier Takes place after Avengers, but before Age of Ultron Disney+ Guardians of the Galaxy Takes place in 2014 Disney+ Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Takes place after vol. 1 Disney+ Avengers: Age of Ultron Takes place in 2015 Disney+ Ant-Man Takes place in 2015 Disney+ Captain America: Civil War Takes place after Age of
Ultron, but before Infinity War Disney+ TBS TNT Spider-Man: Homecoming Takes place after Civil War Amazon Prime Doctor Strange Takes place in 2016 Disney+ Black Panther Takes place in 2017 Disney+ TBS TNT Thor: Ragnarok Takes place after Age of Ultron, but before Infinity War Disney+ Avengers: Infinity War Takes place in 2017 Disney+ TBS
TNT Ant-Man and the Wasp Takes place before Endgame Disney+ Avengers: Endgame Takes place in 2017 and 2022 Disney+ Spider-Man: Far From Home Takes place after Endgame Starz Disney Prefer to watch Marvel movies in release order, just like those of us who went to the theater to see them? Then here's the order you should follow. Movie
Release Date Where to Watch Iron Man 3 May 2013 Disney+ Thor: The Dark World November 2013 Disney+ Captain America: The Winter Soldier April 2014 Disney+ Guardians of the Galaxy August 2014 Disney+ FX Avengers: Age of Ultron May 2015 Disney+ Ant-Man July 2015 Disney+ Disney Movie Release Date Where to Watch Captain America:
Civil War May 2016 Disney+ TBS TNT Doctor Strange November 2016 Disney+ Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 May 2017 Disney+ Spider-Man: Homecoming July 2017 FX Thor: Ragnarok November 2017 Disney+ Black Panther February 2018 Disney+ TBS TNT Avengers: Infinity War April 2018 Disney+ TBS TNT Ant-Man and the Wasp July 2018
Disney+ Captain Marvel March 2019 Disney+ Avengers: Endgame April 2019 Disney+ Spider-Man: Far From Home July 2019 Starz The next set of Marvel Movies—Phase 4—will expand the Marvel Cinematic Universe in numerous ways. These titles aren't available for streaming yet because they haven't even been released in theaters yet. COVID-19 may
delay the listed release dates here. Movie Release Date Where to Watch Black Widow November 2020 not yet released The Eternals February 2021 not yet released Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings May 2021 not yet released Untitled Spider-Man movie December 2021 not yet released Thor: Love and Thunder February 2022 not yet released
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness March 2022 not yet released The set of Marvel movies beyond Phase 4 is a little hazy right now. There are just basic names and rough release dates, so a lot of this may change (especially due to COVID-19). We'll update this as Marvel confirms more details. Movie Release Date Where to Watch Black Panther 2
May 2022 not yet released Captain Marvel 2 July 2022 not yet released Untitled Marvel movie 2022 not yet released Blade TBD not yet released Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3 TBD not yet released Untitled Fantastic Four film TBD not yet released Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Long gone are the days when people had a huge collection of movies
sitting in their home. The majority of the world has switched to a digital-only collection, but even that requires a huge amount of space. After all, a movie can take up as much as 2 GB of storage space. If you don’t want to set up a massive in-home media server, you can just stream your films. Not sure where to stream from? Check out this list of the 10 best
free movie apps to watch movies online. Also, be sure to check out our YouTube channel, where we posted a short video going through some of the apps mentioned below. Sony Crackle Sony Crackle is the single best option on the web for streaming movies. Not only does it have a tremendous collection, but it has a free movie app for almost every platform
and device out there. All of the movies featured on Crackle have captions for the hearing impaired, and it usually doesn’t require a login to watch the free movies on the platform. However, the movies are ad-supported, so you’ll have to bear with those while you watch. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindlePS4Xbox One Popcornflix Popcornflix is
another popular option for watching movies for free. The app divides movies, TV shows, and viral videos into three different sections for easy browsing. The movie section is then further divided into categories like most popular, staff picks, drama, action, and more more. Popular films are on the app, so you aren’t stuck watching obscure, lesser-known
movies. Although Popcornflix is ad-sponsored, most of the ads are short, so they won’t detract from your overall viewing experience. Popcornflix is available for iPhone, Android, Roku, Apple TV, and more. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindlePS4Xbox One Tubi Most movie apps require an account, but if you are tired of signing up for services, Tubi
is the free movie app for you. You can create an account or watch movies as a guest. The majority of films on Tubi are streamed in high quality, so you don’t have to worry about losing quality because of compression. Although there are a lot of older films, you can also find newer movies on Tubi. Movies are divided into broad categories, but you can also
take advantage of an extensive breakdown of films across dozens of different sections. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindlePS4Xbox One Vudu Vudu is Walmart’s answer to Netflix. While the service is better known for at-home movie rentals, there are hundreds of ad-supported movies you can watch entirely for free. There are a few downsides to
the service, but they balance out. The main issue is that you have to log in to watch any movies, and many free movies move off the service relatively quickly. On the other hand, the number of high-quality movies makes a little hassle worthwhile. Vudu also adds new movies on a regular basis, so you aren’t likely to run out of films to entertain you anytime
soon. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuPS4Xbox One SnagFilms While many of the streaming services on this list are great for finding family-friendly, entertaining films, SnagFilms is better suited for people that enjoy documentaries and movies that make you think. SnagFilms sorts its movies into different categories like “Filmanthropy,” “Climate
Change & The Environment,” and “Refugee & Immigrant Stories.” If you’re looking for classic films and great documentaries, SnagFilms is the way to go. Perhaps best of all, the frequency of ads is smaller versus other services. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindleXbox One FilmRise FilmRise is home to many classic and cult favorite movies that
might not be on other services. If you want to watch movies that may have been passed over the year they came out in favor of more popular titles, check out FilmRise. There are a lot of odd, obscure movies, but if you’re willing to sort through the large number of titles you can find a lot of hidden gems. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindleXbox One
YouTube Most everyone has YouTube on their phone already, but not everyone realizes that YouTube has a huge number of free movies. Sure, you can rent (and even buy) new, popular films, but if you’re willing to deal with advertisements you can see dozens of films for free. It can be a bit difficult to search out the free movies, but YouTube actually
curates a playlist of movies that makes it easy to find the free choices. Many of the free films are geared towards children or are more obscure titles, but if you find yourself craving something new to watch, exploring YouTube can be a lot of fun. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindlePS4Xbox One PlutoTV Don’t let the name fool you—Pluto TV may
offer dozens of channels of free, ad-supported television, but you can also find movies on the service. More specifically, you can find channels dedicated to airing movies, like the 007 channel, the Pluto Spotlight channel, and the Pluto Movies channel. While you can’t choose what film is being aired at any given time, this gives you a free Starz-like
experience. The Pluto TV free movie app is available on almost every device and is a great option for cord cutters. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindlePS4Xbox One Viki Do you find yourself closely following the world of K-Pop? Does the idea of drama excite you? If you said yes to both of these questions, check out Viki. It’s a free movie streaming
service for mobile devices that gives users access to a wide range of Korean, Japanese, and Chinese cinema. Don’t worry if you don’t speak the language; Viki offers subtitles in multiple languages. While this is definitely a more niche offering, Viki is great if you want something a bit out of the norm. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindle Sling TV
While Sling TV is most often spoken of as a way to get live TV without the need for a cable subscription, you can actually find quite a few free movies to watch on the service. Sling TV shows newer, popular films as well as older titles. The interface isn’t set up for easy browsing, however, so finding it takes a bit of searching—and you have to find free movies,
not those that require a subscription to watch. Get it here: iOS/Apple TVAndroidRokuKindleXbox One (Image credit: Warner Bros. Pictures) If you want to watch the Batman movies in order, or you're just trying to catch up with Bruce Wayne through the decades, we've got all the details for how and where to watch all of Batman's cinematic adventures.The
good news, Bat-fans, is that most of the Batman movies are now on the same streaming service: HBO Max. This is the home of all the main-line live-action Batman movies, which is the category we're focusing on in this article.Early Prime Day deals: see all the best early offers right here.Most of the Batman movies are broken down into separate continuities
and timelines. So while we're organizing them by release date, we're also breaking out which were made by which director. A note about the animated Batman movies: While many of them are also on HBO Max, they're a lot more disparate in their chronologies. As such, we won't be focusing on them today.Batman movies in order: Where to watch
onlineLet's start with where to watch the earliest Batman live-action films, Tim Burton's 1989 Batman and 1992 Batman Returns, both of which star Michael Keaton as Batman.Batman (1989): Stream on HBO MaxBatman Returns (1992): Stream on HBO MaxNext up, we've got Joel Schumacher's Batman movies, which star Val Kilmer (Batman Forever) and
George Clooney (Batman & Robin).Batman Forever (1995): Stream on HBO MaxBatman & Robin (1997): Stream on HBO MaxThe Christopher Nolan movies, sort of a reboot, star Christian Bale:Batman Begins (2005): Stream on HBO MaxThe Dark Knight (2008): Stream on HBO MaxThe Dark Knight Rises (2012): Stream on HBO MaxThe DC Extended
Universe Batman movies (and more) begin with Batman vs Superman, in which Ben Affleck's Batman debuted. Affleck cameos in Suicide Squad, then fully returns in Justice League. Ben Affleck's Batman will also be in Zack Snyder's Justice League (a four-hour recut of Justice League that has its own continuity), which comes out in March 2021.(Image
credit: Warner Bros.)Batman vs Superman (2016): Stream on HBO MaxSuicide Squad (2016): Stream on HBO MaxJustice League (2017): Stream on HBO MaxOh, and while neither of these is essential viewing, there are two other live-action movies of note. Those who want to travel back to the swinging '60s can get a taste of camp with Batman, a theatrical
release based on the cult 1966-68 TV series starring Adam West. If you prefer the early '80s, you can watch the more recent Joker on HBO Max to see an alternative take on how Bat's biggest baddie got his start.
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